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Maintenance Efficiency and Effectiveness

L

ate in the morning of 6 February 2011,
a fire was reported in the front yard of a
residence on the Brookton Highway in
Roleystone. FESA was quick to react as
the fast moving fire, fanned by gusty winds,
progressed destructively through the dry and
difficult terrain.
As events unfolded, firefighters were forced to act
defensively to evacuate residents through multiple
routes. The Buckingham Bridge, located on the
Brookton Highway and spanning the
Canning River, was identified as key infrastructure
being an important access and egress point.
As fire approached the timber bridge, all efforts
were made to protect it from destruction. However
the weather conditions, surrounding river bank
vegetation and highly flammable creosote
treatment (used to deter termite attack) rendered
the fight useless. At 1515 hours the bridge was
reported to the FESA Incident Controller as lost.
It was imperative to reinstate the
Brookton Highway with 4,000 vehicles using
the route per day with substantial heavy haulage
volumes during the harvest season.
Main Roads Western Australia (‘Main Roads’)
moved to quickly engage a contractor to demolish
the collapsed bridge and install a safe temporary
culvert crossing. In just under four weeks, on
4 March 2011, the Brookton Highway was
reopened with work at Main Roads well underway
to gain approvals and procure design and
construction of the new Buckingham Bridge.

From the outset, Main Roads’ focus was to
provide the devastated community an improved
and sustainable asset with enhanced road user
safety, better community amenity and preserved
environmental values.
This gave rise to the Brookton Highway Bridge and
Road Improvements Project (‘Project’) which was
constructed by Bocol Constructions (‘Bocol’). The
Project was constructed between December 2012
and October 2013 at a value of $10.6 million.
Bocol constructed the new 26.2 metre single
span concrete bridge over the Canning River, with
an overall structural width of 14.9 metres. The
roadworks comprised the reconstruction of some
675 metres of the existing Brookton Highway.

Construction of a reinforced concrete box culvert
over the Canning Dam Trunk Main was also
required to prevent potential disruption to Perth’s
water supply.
The originality and ingenuity of the solution can
be attributed to all stages and aspects of
this Project. From its fast-tracked design and
procurement to excellence in construction, the
Brookton Highway Bridge and Road Improvement
Project has delivered an outstanding asset to be
enjoyed by the Perth Hills’ community and motorists
for many years to come.
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Attention to Occupational
Health and Safety

Design

M

ain Roads’ Structures Engineering, Road Design and
Traffic Engineering Standards meet Australian best
practice in safety. These standards require all design,
whether undertaken internally or by engineering
consultants, to maximise the safety, efficiency and
effectiveness of all Main Roads’ assets. A Design Review Plan
was developed for the Project to ensure all design aspects were
checked and audited prior to approval to construct.
In considering safety in design for this Project, Main Roads took
the opportunity to improve safety by: altering the vertical curve
to better suit heavy haulage vehicles; realigning the geometry
for longer sight-lines; designing effective drainage that reduces
aquaplaning on the highway; and specifying a four post
guardrail on both sides of the bridge.

Manufacturing

S

ix T-Roff beams were manufactured for the bridge deck.
Bocol engaged the beam supplier based on previous
experience and knowledge of their safe work methods. To
enhance safety during construction, each beam was installed
with lifting anchors and a handrail and scaffolding system.
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Construction

A

ll construction work was undertaken in accordance with Main Roads’ Specification 202 – Traffic and 203 – Occupational Safety and
Health. Bocol developed and implemented a project-specific Traffic Management Plan (TMP) and Health and Safety Management
Plan (HSMP) in accordance with Main Roads’ requirements and its Safety Management System (SMS) which is third party certified to
AS/NZS 4801:2001. During the project 247 personnel were inducted with site-specific Job Safety Analyses (JSA) and Safe Work
Procedures (SWP) developed.

Project Management
Beam Delivery and Traffic Management

Excellence in Subcontractor Management

he beams manufactured at the suppliers’ precast
yard in Herne Hill and were required to be
transported some 40 kilometres to the Project
site. Bocol’s TMP allowed for a temporary road
closure for the delivery of beams to site to provide
enough safe turning space for the steerable jinker. All six
deliveries, over a period of six days, were made without
incident.

number of specialist subcontractors were
engaged on the Project to a value of some $6
million. Bocol engaged these subcontractors
in accordance with the company’s established
procedures ensuring a detailed and robust
procurement, evaluation and engagement strategy was
adopted.

T

In considering safety in design for this Project, Main Roads
took the opportunity to improve safety by:
• Altering the vertical curve to better suit heavy
haulage vehicles;
• Realigning the geometry for longer sight-lines;
• Designing effective drainage that reduces
aquaplaning on the highway; and
• Specifying a four post guardrail on both sides of the
bridge.

A

Subcontractors were required to have in place a
project-specific HSMP compliant with Bocol’s HSMP
with all subcontractor personnel to: be inducted prior
to commencement of work on site; attend all prestart
and toolbox meetings; and perform all work activities in
accordance with approved JSA and SWPs and industry
Best-practice.
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Use of Sound Engineering Practices and
Principles

Design Principles and Standards

F

rom the outset, Main Roads’ focus was
to deliver a safe, efficient and reliable
design for the Buckingham Bridge and
Brookton Highway roadworks with
enhanced community amenity, environmental
protection and local economic benefits. It was an
opportunity to provide the local community and
motorists with an asset more appropriate and in
sympathy with the surroun¬¬ding environment with
provision for future requirements.
The Project was designed in accordance with
Main Roads’ robust procedures and engineering
standards and was fast-tracked and managed
internally by the Road and Traffic Engineering
Branch.
For the provision of design services, Main
Roads’ drew on its empanelled Engineering and
Technical Services (ETS) consultants who have
a demonstrated knowledge of Main Roads’
standards, specifications and adopted guidelines.
The road, pavement and geotechnical design
was awarded to one consultant with another
undertaking the bridge design.

The Design Brief was to consider the planning
design prepared in the 1970s but enhance it
by incorporating: road safety aspects; current
engineering standards and specifications;
environmental and Aboriginal heritage values; and
current and future traffic volumes.
Main Roads undertook the necessary investigations
and approvals to be incorporated into the detailed
design and facilitate the timely commencement
of construction. This included: traffic modelling
analysis from 2011 to 2031; land acquisition;
ground survey and services modelling; liaison and
costing of the relocation of an overhead power
cable; environmental and Aboriginal heritage
investigations and clearances; and identification of
services for relocation. One of the ETS consultants
also undertook geotechnical investigation.
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Construction Processes
Bridgeworks

B

ocol constructed the new single span concrete
bridge which is 26.2 metres in length, with an
overall structural width of 14.9 metres. The
bridge superstructure comprises six precast,
prestressed concrete 1200 millimetre T-Roff
beams, supported on cast insitu reinforced concrete
abutments and founded on large spread reinforced
concrete footings.
Other features include:
• A 2.5 metre wide footpath on the northern side of
the bridge;
• Eight metre high, curved cast insitu retaining walls
with precast parapet facing panels to the top of
each;
• Steel balustrade handrails; and
• Four rail structural guardrail.

Manufacturing Standards and Controls

T

he largest components manufactured for the Project were the T-Roff beams. These
were fabricated offsite by a specialist precast supplier in accordance with their
Quality Management System which is certified to AS/NZS ISO 9001:1994.

During the manufacture of the beams, Bocol’s Senior Project Engineer, Don
Murley, undertook regular visits to supervise and inspect the beams under Bocol’s
Quality Management Plan and lot approval procedures. This mitigated any quality
control issues ensuring that the beams were completed on schedule and arrived on site,
fit-for-purpose and ready for installation.

Temporary sheet piling and shotcreting works were
carried out adjacent to the existing Brookton Highway
in order to maintain the use of the original alignment
during construction.
Concrete pours for the eight metre high walls were
controlled to ensure the formwork hydrostatic pressures
were not exceeded.
The T-Roff beams were transported to site on
specialised modular platform trailers. The lifting of
the beams was undertaken in a constrained work
area requiring precision on the lift and the positioning
of the beams into place. Two 250 tonne hydraulic
cranes, located at each abutment on limestone pads,
were used to lift and place each of the 55 tonne T-Roff
beams on to the bridge abutment bearings.
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Roadworks

A

The roadworks comprised the reconstruction
of some 675 metres of the existing Brookton
Highway on a new kerbed alignment. The
road comprised a 260 millimetre thick lift
asphalt pavement supported on a subbase
layer of 200 millimetre crushed limestone, and founded
on over 20,000 cubic metres of select fill embankment.
Other roadworks included the construction of two new
intersections within Mount Street that provided new
approach tie-ins to the new realigned and elevated
Brookton Highway. The 10.4 metres of new alignment
comprises two 3.7 wide traffic lanes, two 1.5 metre
wide shoulders.
Drainage works included the construction of major
stormwater drainage structures including special
purpose gross pollutant traps and hydrodynamic
separators at the new bridge. Other works included
the installation of road signage, street lighting, road
pavement markings and road safety barriers with TL3
type approach terminal end treatments.

11
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Project/Contract Management
Traffic Management

S

taging of the traffic management required three
distinct phases to ensure the existing traffic flows
of the Brookton Highway were not impeded
by the construction works. 3D modelling
analysis assisted the overall construction staging
and planning, including the requirement to construct
temporary sidetracks prior to constructing the 1.2 metre
high embankment to maintain traffic flow.

The TMP required closure of Mount Street North but
consideration was made to provide access for the
local residents to enter and exit their homes. Access
to a resident east of Gemsarna Crescent and west of
the bridgeworks was provided by a temporary ramp
while access to accommodation units east of the
bridge were maintained through a temporary sidetrack.
Where works required full closure of access they were
completed within the day and as soon as possible.

Proactive and Managed Project Delivery Through Proven Systems

B

ocol managed construction of the Project
utilising Primavera P6 and in-house cost control
and documented management systems. These
systems allowed the Project Manager, Dermot
Boyle, to: plan all work activities in accordance
with construction programme (incorporating Main
Roads and stakeholders needs); drive and monitor
productivity and costs on a daily basis; schedule
labour, plant and equipment resources, particularly
during peak and specialist activities; and identify early
where actual and forecast scheduling could misalign
and promptly implement corrective actions to ensure
adherence to the programme.

Proactive and careful planning and scheduling was
imperative to the Project’s success, in particular of the:
• Thick-lift pavement construction which, by its
methodology, required five individual layers to
be installed with maximum runs to minimise joints
while taking into consideration the constraints of
the mix design;
• Embankment and pavement construction
which was undertaken in eight major stages to
accommodate bridge/culvert installation and
differentiation at the new and existing tie ins; and
• Procurement of the six T Roff beams to ensure their
delivery aligned with other construction activities,
imperative due to limited site access and space
and the potential for inclement weather delays.
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Quality Systems
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A

Originality and Ingenuity of the Solution

ll design was undertaken in accordance with
Main Roads specification and relevant Australian
Standards. Quality Management Plan in
accordance with Main Roads’ Specification 201
– Quality Systems requirements and its Quality
Management System (QMS) which is third party certified to
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008.
Bocol developed and implemented a project-specific
Quality Management Plan in accordance with Main Roads’
Specification 201 – Quality Systems requirements and its
Quality Management System (QMS) which is third party
certified to AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008.
Suppliers and subcontractors were subject to a strict
evaluation and engagement process. Bocol required critical
suppliers, such as the beam, concrete and asphalt suppliers,
to have third party certified quality management systems and
experience on similar projects.
Bocol also took the additional steps of working with suppliers
to ensure quality control such as:
• Attending the precast yard on a regular basis to
oversee manufacture of the six beams and inspect the
final product;
• Reviewing and approving the concrete mix design
and ensuring there was consistent supply from the one
supplier; and
• Ensuring the asphalt mix design met Main Roads’
standards and postponed installation during rainy days
to mitigate any potential future failures of the road.
Subcontractors for critical construction processes were all
third party certified and were required to provide Bocol with
all results for nuclear density, asphalt coring, paint pull out
and concrete cylinder testing to ensure adherence to quality
assurance and contractual requirements.
Compliance auditing of Bocol’s management system, by the
certifying body BVQI, was also undertaken during the Project
with no non-conformances reported.

Overview

T

he originality and ingenuity of the solution
can be attributed to all stages and aspects of
this Project. From its fast-tracked design and
procurement to excellence in construction,
the Brookton Highway Bridge and Road
Improvement Project has delivered an outstanding
asset to be enjoyed by the Perth Hills’ community and
motorists into the future.
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Innovativeness and Achievements in the Design, Process or Application

I

nnovative features of the Project included:
• Changing the location of the Buckingham Bridge;
• Installation of culvert to protect the Canning Dam trunk main; and

Protection of Thick-Lift Asphalt Works

T

• The protection of deep lift asphalt to enable works to continue in accordance with the construction programme.

Realising Project Opportunities: The New Location of the Buckingham Bridge

E

arly in the Design Phase it was recognised that rebuilding
the bridge on the existing alignment would require closure
of that section of the Brookton Highway for the Project
duration. This would cause significant disruption and
nuisance to motorists and local residents, as well as
posing safety risks with heavy haulage traffic diverting through
residential streets.
Main Roads decided to shift the alignment south of the previous
site to allow the temporary culvert solution to remain in place.
However this gave rise to other challenges such as land
availability and potential environmental impacts to the Canning
River.
Extensive consultation with the Department of Water ensured the
preliminary design was acceptable in maintaining the Canning
River’s health particularly in preventing sedimentation and
pollution from stormwater runoff and maintaining flow.
Land acquisition was required from the neighbouring
accommodation business’ owner and an orchard farmer to
enable the Project to incorporate current and future requirements
with the bridge now having the ability to be ultimately widened
to a dual carriageway.

Installation of a Pre-Cast Box Culvert over the
Canning Trunk Main

D

uring the Project concern was raised by the Water Corporation that
the new road would put extra weight on the Canning Trunk Main,
an aging asset which traverses under the new Brookton Highway
embankment. A failure of this main, which is critical to Perth’s
water supply, would cause significant service disruptions. Although
causing delays and extra costs it was deemed that a solution needed to
be developed which prevented any damage during the Project works and
protected it from potential damage in the future.
To resolve this issue, a reinforced box culvert was installed around the main.
This was a complex task with delicate excavation required in hard clay
ground conditions. The main was supported on temporary pedestals during
construction of the concrete plinth supports. The reinforced box culvert units
were then backfilled with cement stabilised sand. Due to unforeseen delays
resulting from the protection of the Canning Trunk Main, thick-lift asphalt was
selected for the pavement construction to reduce the potential for inclement
weather delays.

hick-lift asphalt was chosen as ta variation to the road pavement
design and was constructed in accordance with Main Roads
Specification 501. This requires the asphalt lift to be installed on
a subbase which has achieved the agreed Dryback Characteristic
Moisture Content (DCMc). To mitigate delays in the construction
programme due to dew or rain events requiring time to re-achieve the DCMc,
Bocol covered the sub-base and intermediate layers of installed asphalt
with industrial-grade polyethylene film each night. This protected the works,
maintaining the DCMc, and allowed construction to continue immediately
each day or when the weather was favourable. The plastic is now in storage
for use on future projects.
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Achievement of Outcomes

T

he bridgeworks were completed on-time
and on-budget. There was an increase
during the Project to the original contract
sum and programme due to the additional
Canning River Trunk Main works which
were not anticipated on Contract Award.

Noise monitoring was undertaken by Main Roads
during and after construction to ensure all works
met regulatory and best practice requirements.
The findings of the noise impact assessment
have shown that there has been no change to
noise levels despite the differing geometry and
additional three metre height of the alignment.
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Contribution of the Project to the
State and Local Economy
Efficiency in Extraction and the
Use of Resources

W

herever possible, insitu materials at the Project location
were used in the works to provide better economic and
environmental outcomes.

For instance, Bocol sourced local granite from the
bridge excavations and crushed onsite to produce
material for the slope and bank protection batters. This solution was
considerably less expensive than importing material and has provided a
more aesthetically and environmentally pleasing result.
Excess spoil from the structural excavation was reused to overfill batters
on the north-east side of the works, thereby avoiding the additional costs
of cartage and disposal.
Bocol also donated some materials for community use rather than
going to landfill. This included unsuitable material that was carted to
a local church and spread and compacted for carpark improvements,
and piping from the existing structure was reused in a local farm as a
crossing.

19
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Benefits to the Community

Efficiency in the Application of Engineering Services

M

ain Roads has an acknowledged and respected history in the
strategic planning and delivery of its projects. While many
of Western Australia’s road and bridge assets are designed
and constructed after years of planning, this was not possible
for the Brookton Highway Project. Main Roads had to act
swiftly, while still meeting all the requirements of a major infrastructure project
in accordance with best-practice community, environmental, financial and
tendering policies and procedures.

Main Roads’ ability to deliver a high quality, highly sustainable and
community-focused project in a short duration is testament to the robustness
of its internal engineering and procurement standards and methodologies.
The ability to draw on specialist road and bridge design consultants, through
the ETS arrangement, and undertake investigations and reporting of various
disciplines within a short timeframe demonstrate Main Roads’ sound project
management capabilities.

Impact on the Quality of Life and
Business Improvements

P

rior to the commencement of construction, two local businesses were
approached by Project personnel to discuss their concerns as to access
into their premises. Their needs were met through design modifications
to ensure unimpeded access was maintained throughout construction.

The overall improved amenity of the area is evidenced by the opening
of new commercial businesses nearby including an Italian restaurant.

Employment (Including Health and Safety)

T

hree apprentices were employed on the Project
– two by Bocol and one by a subcontractor.
Bocol’s two formwork carpenters gained
invaluable experience working on a complex
structural project, being involved in building
the formwork for the bridge retaining walls and the
culvert plinths. One of Bocol’s apprentices attained
his qualification during this time, securing future
employment with a subcontractor.
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Amenity
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A

footpath was specially constructed across the bridge to provide amenity to walk or cycle safely across the bridge to the nearby nature and river
precinct. The previous bridge did not provide such amenity as its approaches were dangerous to access and did not tie in to existing pathways.
The pathway has become popular with local residents who frequently use it and, with the guardrail balustrading and additional lighting, have a
safer and more enjoyable experience.

Landscaping and revegetation of the area was undertaken by the City of Armadale allowing them to maintain aesthetic standards in the Shire and
choose the appropriate local species for the area. This was particularly important for topsoil, mulching and tree plants required on the batters for erosion
control in the vicinity of the Canning River.
Amenity was also improved for local residents with the construction of concrete or asphalt driveways and crossovers to replace the old gravel accessways.
Bocol liaised directly with residents to install the driveways that best met their individual needs and schedule a convenient time for construction. This included
requests such as to suit commercial trucks, a campervan and to blend aesthetically into the existing. These accessways were also constructed to remove
blindspots and provide safer ingress and egress to Brookton Highway.

Environment, Conservation

P

rotection and conservation of the surrounding environment was always a key consideration for
both Main Roads in the planning and design but also Bocol in ensuring construction techniques
met best industry practice.

The design and construction of the batters with rock protection maintains the integrity of the
structure by preventing erosion resulting from high rainfall events while mitigating potential
pollution, such as sedimentation, from surface water runoff into the Canning River.
In addition, HumeGard®-HG12 and Humeceptor®-STC 3 units were integrated into the Project. The
HumeGard®-HG12 is a fibreglass gross pollutant trap which removes litter and coarse sediments, while
the Humeceptor-STC 3 is a precast concrete unit which undertakes secondary treatment to remove fine
suspended solids and entrained hydrocarbons. Both these units prevent pollution being discharged into
the Canning River and include a unique bypass design having the ability to handle high rainfall events,
thereby preventing the flooding of the road.
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Quality of Life

M

A key focus of the design and construction of the
new Buckingham Bridge was to provide an asset that
improved the lives of local community members as they
recovered from the devastating impacts of the fire.

The amenity of the bridge was important in achieving this aim.
This was achieved by lighting the area to provide an aesthetically
pleasing environment for users, greater security to pedestrians and
cyclists, and enhanced driver safety. The old bridge had insufficient
lighting which provided little amenity and caused concern as to
using the bridge in evenings and early mornings.

BROOKTON HIGHWAY BRIDGE AND ROAD IMPROVEMENT WORKS
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Benchmark of Australian Engineering

Reputation as a Quality Project

S

tage 1 of the Project was opened to
the public on 25 July 2013 by the
Darling Range MHR Tony Simpson,
City of Armadale Chief Executive Ray
Tame, Armadale Mayor Henry Zelones,
Main Roads Managing Director Stephen
Troughton and Main Roads Commissioner
Reece Waldock.
At the unveiling of the plaque Mr Simpson
thanked everyone involved saying the Project
was a credit to the team. Main Roads
and Bocol have also been astounded by
the reaction of the local community with
numerous comments as to how welcomed and
appreciated their efforts have been.
The bridgeworks were completed on time and
on budget, with the remainder of the variation
works being delivered to the ammended
programme.
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Recognition as an Engineering Achievement

M

ain Roads was never willing to
deliver an asset which fell short of
its standards, despite the pressure
to deliver a permanent solution in a
speedy manner.

For Bocol, a small company whose Project team
totalled seven personnel including three engineers,
it demonstrated it was up to the challenge of
delivering a multi-faceted Project safely, on-time
and on-budget.
The result is a fast-tracked Project that was
designed under robust engineering standards
and specifications and constructed in accordance
with specialist bridge and road expertise, proven
management systems and a commitment to best
practice in all aspects of the Project. The new
Buckingham Bridge and the improved Brookton
Highway is a now valuable community asset
achieved by excellence in engineering and the
collaborative relationship between Main Roads
and Bocol.
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Effective Use of Community and Government
Consultation and Liaison

T

he Project required considerable cooperation with the local
community and government stakeholders to ensure the Project
could be funded and was a success.
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Local Community Engagement and Liaison

29

T

he local community had expressed concerns as to when the permanent bridge would be
completed and its ability to withstand a future fire. On completion of the preliminary design,
Main Roads distributed information to local residents to gain feedback as to the future plans.
This was met with positive comments with only one resident having some initial concern as to
the proximity of her property.

Prior to the commencement of construction, Bocol undertook letter drops to 75 households to inform
the community of general project information, the timing of construction activities, traffic management
measures and contact details. Notifications of changes to conditions were also distributed as
required.
Some 50 pre construction surveys were also undertaken for all properties within 100 metres of the
works to ensure any damage from the works was identifiable and give reassurance to the community
of recourse should this occur.
No significant community complaints were received during or after the Project.

Financing Stakeholders

M

ain Roads applied and was successful in securing funding for the Project from the
Western Australian Natural Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements (75%) and the
Natural Disaster State Contingency Fund (25%). This was achieved by ongoing liaison
with both stakeholders with the value of the funding based on Main Roads’ Project Cost
Estimate.
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Other Government Stakeholders

T

he Department of Water (DoW) was a
key stakeholder as the final design and
construction methodologies had to comply
with strict environmental requirements in
regards to drainage, stormwater and
sedimentation management of the Canning River.
Main Roads worked with the DoW to gain design
approval prior to tender with Bocol liaising with
DoW personnel who visited throughout the Project
duration to inspect flow maintenance.

Other stakeholders liaised with during the Project
development and construction included the
Department of Aboriginal Affairs, Department
of Environment, Water Corporation, Western
Power, Public Transport Authority (bus services)
and the City of Armadale. The final design and
construction of the Project took into consideration
the requirements of all these stakeholders to
achieve an outstanding Project outcome.
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Attention to the Needs of Users

T

his Project delivered an asset which was wholly designed and constructed with the end users in mind. The final design focused on building a bridge
and improved road which bettered the existing and took into consideration future needs. During construction all efforts were made to inform and
engage with the community by ensuring their needs were integrated into the Project to the fullest extent.
The finish of the Project, from its geometry to the footpath and landscaping, greatly enhance the amenity of the area and continue to attract users to it.

Maintenance Efficiency and Effectiveness

M

aintenance of the Project is minimal. Design and construction for a 100 year life, choices in the materials of the bridge and road, such as
concrete mix design, thick-lift pavement, bituminous waterproof membranes on the deck substrate and protective treatment of structural steel
elements all minimise the whole-of-life costing of the asset.
In addition, the choice of the HumeGard® and Humeceptor® drainage solutions means maintenance is a relatively safe and easy task only
requiring a vacuum truck to clean it out once a year.

BROOKTON HIGHWAY BRIDGE AND ROAD IMPROVEMENT WORKS
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BOCOL CONSTRUCTIONS PTY LTD

suite 13/7 kintail rd applecross wa 6153 / po box 80 applecross wa 6953
t (08) 9316 1148 / e reception@bocol.com.au / w bocol.com.au
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Scan this QR code with your
SmartPhone to watch our
project YouTube video

